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The corners of Sasha’s lips twitched slightly when she heard what Matthew said.
However, she didn’t stop him. She knew that he only did it for her sake and did
not want her to feel bad.

However, she was certain that he would continue to be treated unfairly by her
family if they continued to stay together in the future. She was deeply touched by
his gesture and looked at him affectionately.

Back then, they married each other hurriedly and she had no feelings for him at
all. But now, she had fallen for him completely. Getting a husband like him was
really the luckiest thing that had happened to her.

Helen was overjoyed to hear that. “Matthew, do you really mean that? Oh my,
you’re really as sensible as I’ve thought you to be. In that case, your Dad and I
will move over here then. Liam, drive us back to pack up our belongings. Also,
get some of your men to help us move things over!”

A slightly more composed James waved his hands and said, “It’s not necessary!
We just have to bring some clothes over since this place is brand new and fully
furnished. We can leave the rest at home!”

Helen nodded vigorously and agreed, “You’re right. With all this furniture, there’s
no need to move the old stuff over. Let’s go back home quickly and pack our
clothes!”

After four of them left excitedly, Matthew and Sasha were left looking at each
other. Helen, who was tearfully complaining, had smiled as soon as Matthew



allowed them to move into the mansion. Upon seeing this, Sasha sighed
helplessly, “Matthew, I’m sorry.”

Matthew waved at her and said, “Sasha, I’ve told you before. It isn’t necessary to
apologize because we are a married couple.”

“But they—”

Matthew cut her off by telling her, “It’s okay. We will only stay here for the time
being because it’s close to the company. Let’s go and hunt for another house you
fancy when we have the time after this, alright?”

Sasha chortled, “Seems like someone has really made a great fortune. Why do
we need another house? This is beautiful enough.”

Matthew chuckled. “Although this mansion is beautiful, it isn’t good enough for
you. I will get you an even better one!”

Sasha grabbed his hands and said in a low voice, “Matthew, I would be willing to
stay anywhere as long as I get to be with you. You shouldn’t splurge on things
that aren’t necessary, alright?”

Laughing, Matthew assured her, “Don’t worry, I’m not splurging. This time, we’ve
invested 300 million in Stanley and he’s promised to give us 10% of Carlson
Group’s shares.

Judging by the rate at which the company has been expanding its business, I’m
sure it will soon be worth more than ten billion. By the time it happens, our shares
will be worth several billion; using some of that money to buy a new house won’t
be a big deal.”

Upon hearing, Sasha was floored. “Did S-Stanley really offer that? I can’t believe
he’s so generous to offer us 10% of his company shares!”



Matthew said with a smile, “Don’t forget I was the one who introduced the
investment to him.”

Truth be told, Matthew did not disclose everything to Sasha. The main reason
why Stanley offered him the shares was because he wanted Matthew to work
solely for Carlson Group. With his marvelous medical skills, Carlson Group would
not have to worry about their medical resources in the future as long as they had
him on board.

As long as the Six Southern States Medical Conference was held every year,
Matthew would be able to get Carlson Group the medical resources they needed
and that was what Stanley really wanted.

As long as Matthew worked together with Carlson Group, not only would the
company never go bankrupt, it would even thrive and improve. After all, Stanley
was a very shrewd businessman.

By giving out 10% of his company shares, he could get a huge enterprise which
was worth over ten billion or even a hundred billion in return. Anyone would see it
as a great bargain.

Suddenly, the doorbell rang. Sasha was stunned. “Have they made it back so
soon?” She walked over to open the door, only to find Tiger standing outside with
a wide grin on his face.

“President Cunningham and Mr. Larson, congratulations on the new house! I’ve
got a little present here for the two of you.”


